
D.A.V. (PG) COLLEGE, DEHRADUN 
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS 

M.Sc. PREVIOUS SECOND WAITING LIST 2022-2023 

Following candidates have been selected for admission to M.Sc. Physics Ist Sem. for 
the session 2022-2023 in order of merit. They should report to the M.Sc. Physics Ist Sem. 
admission committee in the Physics Department D.AV. (PG) College. Dehradun. 
with their original Certificates/Mark sheets/Testimonials & counseling OMR sheet 
between 10:00 AM. To 2:00 PM on all working days between 12.12.2022 to 13.12.2022 

Those who failed to report in the stipulated duration by the last date shall forfeit their 
claim for admission.Candidates of outside Utarakhand shall be admitted provided their merit is above 

lowest merit of candidates of Uttarakhand 

SECOND WAITING LIST 
CATEGORY: GENERAL (UTTARAKHAND) 

S. MERIT 
NAME FIl REMARK 

NO. POINT 

VARDAAN GUPTA ASHWINI KUMAR 80.5 

VINOD SINGH NEGI 80.12 PARIKSHA 
2 

AYUSH SINGH NEGI ANIL SINGH NEGI 79.88 
3 

CHANDERBEER SINGH 
ASTHA MAKHLOGA MAKHLOGGA 78.95 

TRASHFTOMAR NARESH KUMAR TOMAR 78.83 

YUDHVEER SINGH 

6 SAKSHI SAJWAN SAJWANN 78.44 

CATEGORY: S.T. (UTTARAKHAND) 
MERIT 

S.NO. NAME FII REMARK 
POINT 

SACHIN SINGH 
MAGAN SINGH SELAL 74.92 1 SELAL 



CATEGORY: S.C. (UTTARAKHAND) 
MERIT 

S.NO. NAME FIl REMARK 
POINT 

SHIVANSH MR. BRAHMANAND 67.5 
1 

RITIKA VERMA BHAGAT SINGH VERMA 4.64 Hz reserve woman catg. 2 

PAYAL FAKIRA LAL 63.33 Hz reserve woman catg 3 

CATEGORY: O.B.C. (UTTARAKHAND) 

MERIT 
S.NO. NAME F/Il REMARK 

POINT 

ARJUN SINGH BISHT KHARAK SINGH 74 
1 

THE STUDENTS HAVING CLAIM IN OBC CATAG.HAVE TO SUBMIT LATEST OBC 

CERTIFICATE 
CATEGORY: OUT SIDE (UTTARAKHAND) 

MERIT 
S.NO. NAME FII REMARK 

POINT 

03 seat vaccant carried forward for Ist 
Nobody found elligible because of not 
having min. Merit of Gen.Catag of this 

list 

waiting list 
forward 

NOTE: 

1.All admission are provisional and if any discrepancy or misrepresentation of 
facts in the statements / marks etc. filled by the candidate or in the calculation of merit 
position is detected later, the admission is likely to be cancelled / reviewed in order to 

amend the error. the college reserves right to amend the merit list in case of any erroneous calculation. 
Also department reserves right to formulate merit calculation for Universities out side HNBGU to fit in at par the 

formula adopted for HNBGU pass out students. Incomplete applications without supporting documents and without clanty o 

calculation of total marks in PCMIPMS subjects. at gradute level qualifying exam. merit based upon CGPA multiplying 

factor 

.--



2. The candidates in service are required to submit the permission from their 
the effect that he / she will be given necessary leave for employers and a certificate t 

the study period. 
3 At the time of admission the candidate should present domicile certificate and cast 
certuficate not older than three years and should be produced in original All certficate 
and mark sheets should also be produced in original for verification at the tume of admission 
4. Admission will be given after readjustment of merit in case any difference in claimed merit and actual merit 
If the students has claimed lower than his actual merit, his merit points will remain unchanged as per his orig1nal claim 
If the claimed merit is lower than actual merit, then such student will be lowered down in merit or will be 

refused for admission as per admission committee discretion. 
5. 3rd Waiting list if any will be displayed as per order by Principal 

6. The students appearing on this merit list will have to report on 12December between10 AM to 1 pm 

After the 
DAV PG College Dehradun. 

eporting time is over admission will happen till 2 pm of 13 December as per order by Principa 

215 P 

(DR K.R. JAIN) 
PRINCIPAL 

(Dr. Alok Srivastava) 
Professor & Head 

HEAD 
Department of Physics 

DAV (PG) Cllege, Dehradun (U.K.) 


